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Put your pool to bed

Put your pool to bed

● Helps keep your pool free
from debris
The debris cover makes an excellent barrier
against leaves and other debris whilst allowing
rain through, preventing dirty water build-up.

● Choice of fixings
Choose from a range of fixings including
Deluxe, Flush Fix and Premium to suit the
surrounds of your pool.

● Reduces risk of damage
The debris cover reduces the risk of frost
damage by trapping a layer of still air to
insulate the pool. It will also reduce
decolourisation caused by leaves and other
debris.

● Shaped for your pool
Your debris cover can be shaped to suit your
pool. Standard and freeform shapes are all
made to order.
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The design and quality of the Plastica Winter Debris Cover is the result of over four decades of Plastica’s
experience in manufacturing covers.
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The Winter Debris Cover is tailored for your pool, making it an excellent barrier against leaves and debris whilst
allowing rain water through – therefore preventing dirty water build up on top of the cover. The cover is easy
to fit, abrasion resistant and, being manufactured from the best quality material available, is proven to be both
reliable and effective. It is available with a choice of tension fittings and anchors and can also be supplied as a
Super Deluxe model, reinforced with criss-cross straps across the entire cover.
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The Plastica Winter Debris Covers are manufactured with a 300mm overlap around the
pool, providing a taut, wind resistant barrier against leaves and other debris.
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It is made from a tough, U.V. stabilised, woven green/black material. The perimeter is
finished with green/black webbing which is triple stitched to the cover material with
rot-proof thread, giving excellent strength characteristics that will last year after year.
Straps are added around the perimeter approximately every 0.9 to 1.5 metres for
anchoring to the deck, these are protected underneath by tough anti-chaffing straps that
resist abrasion from the pool coping stones.
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Removing and re-fitting the Winter Debris Cover is a simple do it yourself task.
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